Traditionally, exercise rehabilitation has been shown to be beneficial for the muscle and bone diseases. In present issue of the Journal of Exercise Rehabilitation (JER), the effects of exercise on bone deformity, muscle strength, and pulmonary hypertension, etc., are announced. Interestingly, some articles concerning the efficacies of exercise on neuropsychiatric disorders are published in this issue.
Exercise is known to possess antiapoptotic, antidepressive, and neurogenesis effects, and the possibility that exercise rehabilitation might be extended to the therapeutic area for neuropsychiatric disorders has been suggested. Especially, depression has emerged as a new challenging disease for modern society. Although many types of antidepressants have been developed, depression is still one of the mental illnesses that are difficult to be cured, and the medical-economic complications of depression lead to very large social problems, in addition to personal problems. Verifying the antidepressant effect of exercise would be an opportunity to open up new horizon of exercise rehabilitation. Clinical trials are needed to validate the efficacy of exercise on depressive patients as well as animal studies for the evaluation of the mechanisms of exercise on depression.
In this issue, it has been reported that exercise rehabilitation is effective for depression caused by various etiologies. The valuable articles recruited in this issue show the possibility of the exercise rehabilitation to evolve as the new therapeutic technology for depressive disorders.
JER aims to expand and deliver knowledge of exercise and to explore the possibility of exercise to move into new therapeutic area. The Editorial Board of JER would like to acknowledge gratitude to the authors for the valuable articles submitted to this issue of the JER.
